Year 3
Week 5 – Additional answers/feedback to support with English learning

Day 1
women- a group of female individuals
reign – rule by a king or queen
appear – to be or come into sight
through – moving in one side and out of the other side e.g.
she moved through the doorway.
various – different from one another, different kinds or sorts
separate – to move or be apart
possession – having or owning something of your own
occasion – a particular event such as a birthday, wedding

“

1. Who is the main character of the story? Jennifer
2. Where is the main character at the start of the
story? – In bed
3. What room is the story set? – Her bedroom
4. What time is the story set? – Almost midnight
5. What animal does she curl up like when she is
scared? Is this animal nocturnal? – Hedgehog,
yes because hedgehogs come out at night.
6. What does Jennifer’s dad call her? Does he get
her name wrong? – Jenny, no because Jenny
is the informal, shortened version of Jennifer.
7. How does the writer show us that the noises
are getting louder and louder? – The words
become bigger and bigger on the page to show
they are becoming louder.
8. Find a word that describes how Jennifer feels
when she realizes it is her dad in the
doorway. - Sighed
9. Where are Jennifer’s dolls? – On the top shelf
10.

What does Jennifer pretend to be looking

for when her dad sees her? – A ring

Day 2

A paragraph of writing (that makes sense)
including each of the spellings, spelt correctly;
for example:
Three women began to walk through the castle
gates, they wanted to jump out at the Queen and
just appear in her face. This was a special
occasion as various dazzling pieces of jewelry
would be in their possession. It would be
important to separate these fairly as they would
each eventually become the reign of England.

Day 3

1. women
2. reign
3. appear
4. through
5. various
.

6. separate
7. possession
8. occasion

1. Where was the jelly like item first found? – infront of the dry stone wall.
2. What was the sisters name?- Sophie
3. Copy out the commas in a list sentence. – In the distance I could see car headlights, I dropped
the jelly substance, grabbed Sophie by the arm and we ran as fast as our legs would carry us to
the village.
4. Find and copy the prepositions in the WAGOLL. – In front of, next to me, in the distance, above
us, below
5. What could they see in the distance? – car headlights
6. Find and copy a word that means shining. – glistening
7. Where did they run to? – the village
8. If you were completing this story what name would you give to the village? – a village name of
their choice
9. What shone above them? How did it shine? – the moon and like a diamond
10. Find and copy the question in the WAGOLL. – What on earth could it be?
Children to create their own story board to plan their own story opening – use the story board I
created as an example, they can do this on the computer or they can draw this in their books.
Day 4
Image suitably drawn for the spelling and then
the spelling correctly underneath their drawing.

Day 4
For the writing of the instructions here is a success criteria grid that we use in Y3 to show you what
we would be looking for.

Day 5
1. What did VE day mean? – Victory in Europe Day
2. What had happened for VE day to be announced? – In 1945, Hitler died and this meant that the
Germans had to surrender their part in the Second World War.
3. How would people know that there was good news? – Bell ringers rang out the good news and
Winston Churchill made an official announcement.
4. Name two effects that war in Europe had on British people. – Family and friends were killed and
lives were torn apart.
5. Who was Winston Churchill? – He was the British Prime Minister at the time.

6. Why did he announce that the next day, Tuesday would be a holiday? – To be celebrated and to
remember the Victory in Europe Day.
7. Why would someone have felt sad on VE day? – As there were lots of lives lost during the war.
8. What unusual thing did princesses do on that day? – They walked in huge crowds in London.

